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Abstract. PKI-based trusted computing platform (TCP) requires platform users to apply for multiple Platform Identity Key (PIK) certiﬁcates
to provide remote attestation, users must pay the fee of digital certiﬁcates, which increases users’ economic burdens and leads there is hardly
any TCP has really performed the core function of trusted computing,
platform remote attestation, so the application of TCP is not very wide.
This paper presents a trusted computing cryptography scheme based on
Hierarchical Combined Public Key (HCPK), which can reduce the risk
of single Private Key Generator (PKG), and let the veriﬁer authenticate
TCP directly without third party, so platform users do not need to apply
additional digital certiﬁcates. This scheme can reduce users’ cost of using
TCP, and encourage the development of TCP application.
Keywords: Trusted Computing, Combined Public Key (CPK), Hierarchical Combined Public Key (HCPK), Trusted Cryptography Module
(TCM).

1

Introduction

Platform remote attestation is one of core functions of trusted computing [1,2].
Before platform providing remote attestation to a veriﬁer, platform users must
apply for Attestation Identity Key (AIK) certiﬁcate from privacy CA based on
Endorsement Key (EK) in Trusted Platform Module (TPM). Because of high
cost of PKI CA construction and operation, users should pay some administration fees of AIK certiﬁcates. For protecting the privacy of platform identity,
users need apply for multiple AIK certiﬁcates for diﬀerent applications, which
further increases users’ economic burdens. So there is hardly any TCP has really
performed the core function of trusted computing, platform remote attestation,
and the application of TCP is not very wide.
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For reducing the dependence on privacy CA, Trusted Computing Group
(TCG) added one method named Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) in TPM
1.2 speciﬁcations. DAA employs the methods including Camenisch Lysyanskaya
(CL) signature, zero knowledge proof based on discrete logarithm, Fiat Shamir
heuristics, group signature and etc. When using DAA, a veriﬁer can aﬃrm that
one requesting platform is a host of one real TPM, the veriﬁer can not obtain real
identity information about TPM. DAA needs to provide zero knowledge proof at
least for three times during one process of identity authentication, which leads
low eﬃciency and implementation complexity. There is few practical applications
of DAA.
Being aware of the importance of trusted computing which is a basic security
solution for computing platform, as early as in 2006, China Cryptography Administration began to collect correlative institutions for writing Trusted Computing Platform Cryptography Scheme and Technology Specification of Cryptographic
Support Platform for Trusted Computing. China Cryptography Administration
released Functionality and Interface Specification of Cryptographic Support Platform for Trusted Computing in 2007, which requires Trusted Cryptography Module (TCM, corresponding to TPM) to use state public key cryptographic algorithm
SM2 based on elliptic curves (ECC) of China. There is also some diﬀerence between the subscription process of Platform Identity Key (PIK, corresponding to
AIK) certiﬁcate and normal certiﬁcate, so users can not apply for PIK certiﬁcate
from current CAs which has supported SM2, and we never see that one privacy
CA for TCM is in operation.
In 2003, Identity-Based Combined Public Key (IBCPK, CPK called for short)
is presented by one famous cryptography expert of China, Nan Xianghao, in a
profile to network security techniques [3] for the ﬁrst time. CPK suﬀered conspiracy attack and private key collision [4,5], some solutions has been given out [6,7],
and CPK also has been developed from version 1.0 to 5.0 [8,9,10,11]. In CPK,
Entity’s identity name just is public key, there is no need of online database for
managing public keys. CPK can form very large key space based on small scale
of key seed matrix, directly distribute public key seed matrix to entities, and
the entity can be authenticated directly without third party. Comparing with
Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) [12,13] based on bilinear map, CPK has high
eﬃciency performance.
This paper presents a trusted computing cryptography scheme based on CPK,
which can let the veriﬁer authenticate TCP directly without third party, platform
users do not need to apply additional digital certiﬁcates. This scheme can reduce
users’ cost of using TCP, and encourage the development of TCP application.
ECC has been implemented in TCM, and CPK is presented by Chinese expert
for the ﬁrst time, which have created good conditions for our research.

2

PKI-Based Trusted Computing Cryptography Scheme

PKI-based TCM key architecture is shown as Figure 1. The manufacture generates an EK during manufacturing stage of TCM. EK is an asymmetric key pair
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which is stored in the non-volatile protected storage area in the TCM. EK also
can be regenerated by the user before obtaining platform ownership. One TCM
only have just one EK during its life cycle. Before using TCP, users must take
ownership of the platform at ﬁrst. When taking ownership, TCM generates a
Storage Root Key (SRK), which is used to protect users’ storage key, sign key,
seal key and etc.
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Fig. 1. PKI-based TCM key architecture

Platform remote attestation is one of core functions of trusted computing, at
ﬁrst the platform should prove its identity is trusted. In order to protect privacy,
the platform doesn’t directly use EK to sign for identity authentication. Users
have to request TCM to generate PIK, and apply for PIK certiﬁcate from private
CA based on EK. The privacy of corresponding relationship between EK and
PIK is protected by privacy CA. PIK private key is also protected by SRK.
Users should ask TCM to generate diﬀerent PIKs and apply for diﬀerent PIK
certiﬁcates for diﬀerent applications. Then one TCM and its host platform may
have multiple PIKs. Thus, users can use diﬀerent PIK for identity authentication
in diﬀerent situations, in order to protect the privacy of platform identity.
The procedures of generating of PIK, applying for, signing and activating PIK
certiﬁcate are shown as Figure 2.
1. Platform user sends a command MakeIdentity to TCM via TCM Service
Module (TSM). TCM generates a PIK and encrypt private part of PIK
with SRK. Then TCM use private key of PIK to sign the digest value of
public key of private CA and public part of PIK, the signature is PIKSign =
Sign(PIKPri , H(CAKPub  PIKPub )). TCM returns public part of PIK PIKPub
and PIKSign.
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Fig. 2. Procedures of generating of PIK, applying for, signing and activating PIK
certiﬁcate

2. Platform user sends a request CollateIdentityRequest to TSM for getting
EK certiﬁcate CertEK and property certiﬁcate for TCM and its host platform
from evaluation institute and manufacturer PtyCredTCM , PtyCredTCP .
3. Platform user sends the message including PIKPub , PIKSign, CertEK ,
PtyCredTCM , PtyCredTCP to private CA and applies for PIK certiﬁcate.
4. Privacy CA veriﬁes PtyCredTCP PtyCredTCM CertEK , then it will use PIKPub to
verify PIKSign. After these two veriﬁcations, privacy CA generates and signs
PIK certiﬁcate CertPIK , then randomly generates a symmetric key sessionKey
and use it to encrypt CertPIK to get EncCertPIK = AEnc(sessionKey,
CertPIK ). Finally, it use the public key of EK to encrypt the digest of
sessionKey and public part of PIK to get EncSPK = SEnc(EKPub , sessionKey 
H(PIKPub )). Private CA sends EncCertPIK , EncSPK to TCP.
5. Platform user sends a request ActiveIdentity to TCM via TSM. TCM
use the private key of EK to decrypt EncSPK, sessionKey  H(PIKPub ) =
SDec(EKPri , EncSPK). We can determine whether sessionKey decrypted is
right by judging the correctness of H(PIKPub ), while only the valid TCP can
get the correct sessionKey. TCM returns sessionKey.
6. Platform user sends a request RecoverTCMIdentity to TSM, TSM uses
sessionKey to decrypt EncCredPIK , and gets PIK certiﬁcate CertPIK = ADec
(sessionKey, EncCertPIK ).

3

CPK Introduction

The mathematical base of CPK is the following ECC combination theorem [4]:
Theorem 1 (ECC Combination Theorem). ECC parameters are p, a, b,
G, n, that is given one elliptic curve E based on the selected finite field Fp :
y 2 ≡ (x3 + ax + b)(mod p). G is the generator of one additive cyclic sub-group
of points on E. n is the order of this group. If there are h(h ∈ Z, 1 < h < n)
ECC key pairs: (d1 , Q1 ), (d2 , Q2 ), . . . , (dh , Qh ), the summary of these h private
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keys is denoted asd, the summary of these h public keys is denoted as Q, that is
d = Σi=1,2,...,h di mod n, Q = Σi=1,2,...,h Qi , then (d, Q) also is one ECC key
pair.
Proof (of ECC Combination Theorem).
Because (d1 , Q1 ), (d2 , Q2 ), . . . , (dh , Qh ) are ECC key pairs, then
Q1 = d1 G, Q2 = d2 G, . . . , Qh = dh G
Q = d1 G + d2 G + . . . + dh G

Q = (d1 + d2 + . . . + dh )(mod n) G = dG
So (d, Q) is a ECC key pair.
The basic components of CPK include private key seed matrix (dij )m×h , public
key seed matrix (Qij )m×h , the mapping function set F , and the algorithm of
combining public and private key AlgKG [8]:
1. Private Key Seed Matrix (dij )m×h
⎛

(dij )m×h

d11 d12
⎜ d21 d22
⎜
=⎜ .
..
⎝ ..
.
dm1 dm2

⎞
. . . d1h
. . . d2h ⎟
⎟
.. .. ⎟
. . ⎠
. . . dmh

where h, dij , di j  ∈ Z, 1 < h, dij , di j  < n, i, i ∈ Zm , j, j  ∈ Zh . Only under
the condition i = i and j = j  , dij = di j  , otherwise dij = di j  . (dij )m×h is
just stored in Private Key Generator (PKG) as a secret.
2. Public Key Seed Matrix (Qij )m×h
⎛

(Qij )m×h

Q11 Q12
⎜ Q21 Q22
⎜
=⎜ .
..
⎝ ..
.
Qm1 Qm2

⎞
. . . Q1h
. . . Q2h ⎟
⎟
..
.. ⎟
.
. ⎠
. . . Qmh

where Qij = dij G, i ∈ Zm , j ∈ Zh . (Qij )m×h is public to all entities.
3. Mapping Function Set F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fh }
fi : {0, 1}l → {1, 2, . . . , m}, in ∈ Zh
where l is the length of entity identity deﬁned by the system. F is public.
4. Algorithm of Combining Public and Private Key AlgKG
CPK directly uses entity identity IDE as public key, the combined public or
private key pair (dE , QE ) is:


dE = Σi=1,2,...,h dri i mod n, QE = Σi=1,2,...,h Qri i , ri = fi (IDE )
AlgKG is public.
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The CPK component mentioned above is the basic component deﬁned by
CPK1.0. In CPK1.0, one entity’s private key dE is a linear combination of elements in private key seed matrix. Because the mapping function set F is public,
E can write a linear equation dE = (dr1 1 + dr2 2 + . . . + drh h ) mod n based on its
identity. If there are m × h entities launching a conspiracy attack, then m × h
linear equations can be wrote. If these m × h equations are linearly independent,
then m × h unknown variants can be worked out, that is the all elements in
private key seed matrix (dij )m×h .
The conspiracy attack on CPK1.0 need not work out all seed private key.
Suppose there are two entities E1 and E2 , their private keys are dE1 and dE2 , their
public keys are QE1 and QE2 respectively. dE1 conspires with dE2 , that is dE1 is
combined with dE2 linearly: dAtk = (aAtk dE1 + bAtk dE2 ) mod n, QE1 is combined
with QE2 linearly: QAtk = aAtk QE1 + bAtk QE2 . Try to select IDTry ∈ {0, 1}l, and
compute QTry = Σi=1,2,...,h Qri i , ri = fi (IDTry ). If QTry = QAtk , then this is a
successful conspiracy attack. (dAtk , QAtk ) is a valid key pair, and it can pretend
to be a valid entity, but dAtk is not generated by PKG.
In order to resist the conspiracy attack and keep the character of CPK,
CPK5.0 [11] adds separation private key sequence (Sdi )k and separation public key sequence (SQi )k , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, k is the number of separation keys,
SQi = Sdi G. (Sdi )k is stored in PKG as a secret. (SQi )k is public. Some
functions also are added into the mapping function set: F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fh } +
{fS1 , fS2 , . . . , fSt }, t ∈ Z, 1 < t < k:
fSi : {0, 1}l → {1, 2, . . . , k}, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}
The combined private and public key in CPK5.0 are:


CPriKE = dE + Σi=c1 ,c2 ,...,ct Sdi mod n
CPubKE = QE + Σi=c1 ,c2 ,...,ct SQi , ci = fSi (IDE )
By using the separation key sequence, CPK5.0 multiplies the diﬃculty of conspiracy attack.
CPK also has the possibility of key collision. Document [6,7] have presented
an optimized scheme of CPK seed matrix to avoid key collision.

4
4.1

HCPK-Based Trusted Computing Cryptography
Scheme
Motivation for HCPK

In the CPK cryptosystemall private keys can be generated by PKG. If PKG is
attacked, all private keys will be leaked out, PKG is at a high risk. CPK can form
very large key space based on small scale of key seed matrix, so in theory the
ﬂatting management of CPK keys can be implemented, that is all the private
keys can be generated by one PKG. But in practice, PKG should verify the
identity of every entity, then generates and distributes private key, when PKG
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is in a large network application system, the single PKG might became a bottle
neck. If there are too many entities, it is hard for PKG to distribute private key
into each entity in a security controlled environment.
In order to disperse security risk and work load of single PKG, this paper
presents a Hierarchical CPK architecture (HCPK) by referring HIBE [14]. In
HCPK, every PKG of each layer has its own private key seed matrix. If some
PKG at some level is attacked, its private key seed is leaked out, only the entities
belonged to this PKG will be aﬀected, the security of other entities are still
guaranteed. Even root PKG is attacked, the entities’ private keys won’t be leaked
out. PKG at every level only needs to verify the identities of the entities belong
to the PKG and its next level PKG, generate and distribute the corresponding
private keys. In HCPK, the work load of root PKG is distributed to other low
level PKGs, the private key distribution can be done locally under a security
environment.
4.2

Hierarchical Combined Public Key (HCPK)

To have a clear understanding, we describe HCPK based on CPK1.0, the construction of HCPK based on CPK5.0 can use the method similarly.
1. Setup
(a) Given one elliptic curve E based on the selected ﬁnite ﬁeld Fp : y 2 ≡
(x3 + ax + b)(mod p), G is the generator of one additive cyclic subgroup of points on E, n is the order of this group. ECC parameters are
p, a, b, G, n, which are public.
(b) Building mapping function set: F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fhmax }, fi : {0, 1}l →
Zm , i ∈ Zhmax , where hmax is the maximum number of columns in all
PKG public and private key seed matrixes, 1 < hmax < n, l is the length
of entity identity IDE . F is public.
(c) Choosing one HASH function: H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp . H is public.
(d) PKGk builds private key seed matrix. PKGk represents the PKG at level
k, k  0, PKG0 represents root PKG. There is only one root PKG in
every HCPK system. PKGk builds private key seed matrix (dkij )m×hk ,
where hk ∈ Z, 1 < hk < hmax , dkij , dki j  ∈ Z, 1 < dkij , dki j  < n, i, i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , m}, j, j  ∈ {1, 2, . . . , hk }. Only under the condition i = i and
j = j  , dkij = dki j  , otherwise dkij = dki j  . (dkij )m×hk is just stored in PKGk
as a secret.
(e) PKGk builds public key seed matrix (Qkij )m×hk , where Qkij = dkij G, i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , hk }. (Qkij )m×hk is public.
2. Extract
Et represents a entity at level t, t  1, Et may be the PKG at level t. The
identity tuple of Et is: (ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ), where ID1 , ID2 , , IDt−1 are the
identities of Et ’s ancestor PKGs at level 1, 2, , t − 1 respectively. IDt is the
identity of Et . (ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ) is public. The parent PKG of Et PKGt−1
compute:


dEt = dt−1 + Σi=1,2,...,ht−1 dt−1
mod n, ri = fi (IDt )
ri i
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where dt−1 is the private key of PKGt−1 . If t = 1, then PKGt−1 is PKG0
and dt−1 = 0. dEt is stored in Et as a secret.
3. Sign
Signature and veriﬁcation schemes are based on the algorithms in document[15].
Entity Et signs message m with the private key dEt :
(a) Compute h = H(m);
(b) Choose a random r ∈ [1, n − 1];
(c) Compute (xr , yr ) = rG;
(d) Compute u = (h + xr ) mod n, if u = 0 or
 u + r = 0, then goto (b);
(e) Compute v = (1 + dEt )−1 · (r − u · dEt ) mod n, if v = 0 then goto (b);
(f) The signature is σ = (u, v).
4. Verify
Verify the signature σ = (u, v) of m signed by Et , the identity tuple of Et is
(ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ):

 k
, ri = fi (IDk );
(a) Compute QEt = Σk=1,2,...,t Σi=1,2,...,hk−1 Qk−1
rik i
(b) Compute h = H(m);
(c) Compute t = (u + v) mod n;
(d) Compute (xr , yr ) = vG + tQEt ;
(e) Compute u = (h + xr ) mod n;
(f) If u = u , then the signature is right.
4.3

Application of HCPK in Trusted Computing

According to TCM production, evaluation and application, a four levels HCPK
can be used in trusted computing, as is shown in Figure 3. Under the root PKG
authenticated by China Cryptography Administration, every TCM manufacturer and enterprise user build their own PKGs, and individual users can use
manufacturer PKG directly.
The scale of public and private key seed matrix in root PKG, manufacturer
PKG and enterprise PKG is determined by the amount of their subaltern PKGs
and TCMs respectively. Root PKG only needs to generate and distribute private keys for manufacturer PKGs, the security of private keys distribution can be

Root PKG

Manufacturer
PKG

Manufacturer
PKG
Enterprise
PKG
TCM

Enterprise
PKG

……

Enterprise
PKG

……

TCM

Manufacturer
PKG

TCM … … TCM

TCM … … TCM

Fig. 3. Trusted Computing HCPK
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guaranteed more easily, and the work load also are reduced. Similarly, manufacturer PKG generates and distributes private keys for enterprise PKGs or TCMs,
enterprise PKG generates and distributes private keys for TCMs, which also can
be done in a local controlled security environment. During identity veriﬁcation
of TCM host platform, identity tuple (IDMan , IDEnt , IDTCM ) or (IDMan , IDTCM )
should be used, where IDMan , IDEnt , IDTCM are the identity of manufacturer
PKG, enterprise PKG and TCM respectively.
If one enterprise PKG is attacked and its private key seed matrix is leaked
out, only the TCMs belonged to the enterprise are aﬀected, since other manufacturer PKGs have their own private key seed matrixes. Even if the root PKG
has been attacked, it will not completely expose all TCMs’ private keys, because manufacturer PKGs, enterprise PKGs have their own private key seed
matrixes.
During platform identiﬁcation, the TCM on Access Request Platform (ARP)
uses its own PIK private key to sign given PCR values. The veriﬁer receives the
signature, according to identiﬁcation tuple (IDMan1 , IDEnt1 , IDTCM ), it is able to
compute the corresponding ECC public key of PIK private key, and complete
identity veriﬁcation consequently.
4.4

TCM Key Architecture Based on HCPK

Within the architecture of HCPK, PIK private key is directly generated by
manufacturer PKG or enterprise PKG based on TCM identity IDTCM . Platform
users need not apply for PIK public key certiﬁcate based on EK. There is no
need for a privacy CA to maintain the database of PIK certiﬁcate, because the
identity tuple (IDMan , IDEnt , IDTCM ) or (IDMan , IDTCM ) just is the PIK public
key.
PKI-based platform can have multiple PIKs and the corresponding certiﬁcates, in order to protect the privacy of platform identity. To ensure the security
of private key distribution and using, CPK-based PIK private key are usually
directly loaded into TCM by PKG in one controlled and security environment.
With the limited memory capacity, TCM fails to save multiple PIK private keys.
It also is unable to generate PIK dynamically for CPK-based platform, because
the security of CPK private key online distribution can not be guaranteed easily.
So there is only one PIK on CPK-based platform. Compared with PKI-based
platform, CPK-based platform has a more simpliﬁed TCM key architecture,
which is shown in Figure 4. The anonymity of platform identity can be ensured
by TCM ring signature.
In order to authenticate TCP directly without third party, there also are CPK
parameters including public key seed matrix stored in TCM.
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Fig. 4. HCPK-based TCM key architecture

4.5

Cross-Domain Platform Identity Authentication Based on
HCPK

CPK usually loads CPK parameters into all entities in one security domain, for
authenticate TCP directly without third party and online database. Because
PKG is at high security risk, diﬀerent institutes or organizations will establish
their own PKGs. However in some application scenarios, ARP and the veriﬁer
may belong to diﬀerent security domains, which needs cross-domain remote authentication and resource access. Since each security domain has its own PKG,
diﬀerent PKG usually has diﬀerent CPK parameters, so it is unable to do crossdomain authentication directly.
Within the architecture of HCPK, considering the most typical situation of
cross-domain attestation, ARP and veriﬁer belong to diﬀerent enterprise PKGs,
and this two enterprise PKGs belong to diﬀerent manufacturer PKGs. Even ARP
and veriﬁer belong to diﬀerent security domains, but they belong to a same root
PKG, sharing same CPK parameters, which is shown in Figure 5, it is able to
do cross-domain attestation directly.

5

Security Analysis

Security analysis of CPK resistance against conspiracy attack and private key
collision caused by mapping function are out of the scope of this paper, we just
analyse the security of HCPK-based trusted computing cryptography scheme,
that is the security of platform identity authentication with PIK private key
based on HCPK. This paper also does not care the security problems caused
by speciﬁc implementations, and just analyses the security of HCPK signature
scheme based on Computation Diﬃe-Hellman Problem (CDHP) in random oracle model.
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Computation Diﬃe-Hellman Problem (CDHP): There is an additive cyclic
sub-group of points on one elliptic curve in a ﬁnite ﬁeld FP , G is the generator of
the group, n is the order of the group. Given (G, aG, bG), a, b ∈ Zn , compute abG.
5.1

Attack Model and Security Deﬁnition

The most general known notion of security of an ID-based signature scheme is
Existential Forgery on Adaptively Chosen Message and ID Attacks (EF-ACMIA) presented in document [16]. CPK is a ID-based cryptography scheme, the
model of EF-ACM-IA on HCPK is (the adversary algorithm is denoted as A,
the challenger playing the following game against A is denoted as C):
1. C runs Setup of HCPK system, and gives returned system parameters to A;
2. A issues the following queries as he wants:
(a) Mapping function query. A gives an identity name ID, C computes
fi (ID), i = 1, 2, . . . ,
hmax , and returns the result to A;
(b) HASH function query. A gives a message m, C computes H(m), and
returns the result to A;
(c) Extract query. A gives an identity tuple (ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ), C runs
Extract, and returns the result, a private key dt , to A;
(d) Sign query. A gives a private key dt and a message m, C runs Sign, and
returns the result, a signature σ , to A;


3. A outputs (ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ), m, σ , where (ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ) and m are
not equal to the inputs of any query to Extract and Sign, respectively. A
wins the game if σ is a valid signature of m for (ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ).
Deﬁnition 1. If no polynomial time algorithm A has non-negligible probability
advantage of winning above game, then HCPK signature scheme is secure under
EF-ACM-IA.
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Security Proof

First we modify the above game of EF-ACM-IA on HCPK as Existential Forgery
on Adaptively Chosen Message and Given ID Attacks (EF-ACM-GIA): Given
an identity tuple (ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ) in step (1), C returns system parameters
to A together with (ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ). In step (3), A must output the given
(ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDt ) together with corresponding message m and signature σ as
its ﬁnal result.
Referring Lemma 1 in document [16], the following Lemma 1 can be obtained:
Lemma 1. If there is an algorithm A0 which can win the game of EF-ACMIA to HCPK signature scheme with polynomial running time t0 and probability
advantage 0 , then there is an algorithm A1 which can win the game of EF-ACMGIA with polynomial running time t1  t0 and probability advantage 1  0 ·(1−
1/n)/qF , where qF is the maximum number of queries to mapping function asked
by A0 . The numbers of queries to mapping function, HASH function, Extract
and Sign asked by A1 are the same as those of A0 .
Lemma 2. If there is an algorithm A1 which can win the game of EF-ACMGIA with polynomial running time t1 and probability advantage 1  10(qS +
1)(qS + qH )/n, then CDHP can be solved by an algorithm A2 with polynomial
running time t2  23qH t1 /1 and probability advantage 2  1/9, where qH , qS
are the maximum number of queries to HASH function and Sign asked by A1
respectively.
Proof (Lemma 2).
The algorithm A1 can be viewed as an adversary with adaptively chosen message attack to the non-ID-based scheme obtained by ﬁxing an ID in HCPK-based
signature scheme. So we can refer correlative lemma or theorem in document [17].
Lemma 4 in document [17]. Let A be a Probabilistic Polynomial
Time (PPT) Turing machine whose input only consists of public data.
The number of queries that A can ask to the random oracle and the
number of queries that A can ask to the signer are denoted as qR and
qS respectively. Assume that, within a time bound t, A produce, with
probability   10(qS +1)(qS +qR )/n, a valid signature (m, r, h, σ). If the
triples (r, h, σ) can be simulated without knowing the secret key, with an
indistinguishable distribution probability, then, a replay of the attacker
A, where interactions with the singer are simulated, outputs two valid
signatures (m, r, h, σ) and (m, r, h , σ  ), such that h = h , within time
t  23qR t/ and with probability   1/9.
The signature value of HCPK
scheme σ = (u, v), so the two valid
 signature

signatures are m, r, h, (u, v) and m,r, h , (u , v  ) .

Since u = (h + xr ) mod n and v = (1 + dEt )−1 · (r − u · dEt ) mod n, so
u − h ≡ xr (mod n), vG + (u + v)QEt = rG
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Similarly, u − h ≡ xr (mod n), v  G + (u + v  )QEt = rG, then
u − h ≡ u − h (mod n) ⇔ (u − h)QEt = (u − h )QEt
vG + (u + v)QEt = v  G + (u + v  )QEt

(1)
(2)

Compute (2) − (1): (v − v  + h − h ) · dEt G = (v  − v)G
Suppose a = v − v  + h − h , b = dEt , then abG = (v  − v)G. That is we have
known G, aG = (v − v  + h − h )G and bG = QEt , we can compute abG, and
CDHP can be solved, so Lemma 2 has been proved.
Combining Lemma 1 and 2, we can get Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. If there is an algorithm A0 which can win the game of EF-ACMIA to HCPK signature scheme with polynomial running time t0 and probability
advantage 0  10(qS + 1)(qS + qH )qF )/(n − 1), then CDHP can be solved by
an algorithm A2 with polynomial running time t2  23qH qF t0 /(0 (1 − 1/n)) and
probability advantage 2  1/9, where qF , qH , qS are the maximum number of
queries to mapping function, HASH function and Sign asked by A0 respectively.
Because there is no probabilistic polynomial time algorithm which can solve
CDHP up to now, there is no algorithm A0 which can win the game of EF-ACMIA to HCPK signature scheme with polynomial running time and non-negligible
probability advantage, and HCPK signature scheme satisﬁes the requirements
in Deﬁnition 1.

6

Performance Analysis

This paper analyses the performance of HCPK-based TCM cryptography scheme
compared with PKI-based scheme. Because of limited resources, TCM has high
performance requirement of cryptography scheme. This paper mainly analyses
the calculation performance on TCM of the two cryptography schemes, and
does not analyse the performance of PKI-based TPM cryptography scheme,
because TPM uses RSA algorithm, TCM uses ECC algorithm, it is uneasy about
comparing the performance of RSA with ECC directly.
The diﬀerences between HCPK and PKI-based cryptography scheme mainly
are in PIK generation and signature signing. Because signature veriﬁcation can
be done on the host, this paper does not analyze the performance diﬀerence in
PIK signature veriﬁcation.
HCPK-based PIK private key is generated by parent PKG of TCM, and is
distributed and loaded into TCM directly, there is no need for TCM to do any
calculation.
PKI-based PIK creation includes generating of PIK, applying for, signing and
activating PIK certiﬁcate. PIK is generated by TCM, the time spent is denoted
as TKeyGen . TCM uses PIK private key to sign the digest of privacy CA public
key and PIK public key, the time spent is denoted as THash + TSign . TCM also
needs to use EK private key for decrypting to get the session key for encrypting
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PKI certiﬁcate, the time spent is denoted as TSDec. PKI-based TCM may crate
multiple PIKs, so it will multiply the time spent.
The time spent by HCPK-based TCM for signing PCR value with PIK private
key is the same as PKI-based TCM, denoted as TSign . For using PIK in PKIbased TCM, PIK must be loaded into TCM by using command TCM LoadKey
ﬁrstly, the time spent is denoted as TLdKey .
The comparison of TCM performance between HCPK-based cryptography
scheme and PKI-based scheme is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of TCM perforamnce between HCPK-based scheme and PKIbased scheme
time spent on PIK creation

time spent on PIK signing

HCPK-based scheme 0
TSign
PKI-based scheme
x(TKeyGen + THash + TSign + TSDec ) TLdKey + TSign

We can see from Table 1 that HCPK-based cryptography scheme has a great
advantage of TCM performance compared with PKI-based scheme.
In addition, some TCM commands about EK and PIK can be reduced in
HCPK-based TCM, such as TCM CreateEndorsementKeyPair,
TCM CreateRevocableEK, TCM RevokeTrust, TCM ReadPubEK,
TCM MakeIdentity, TCM ActivateIdentity and etc, which also can save TCM storage space, simplify TCM implementation, and improve the performance of TCM.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

PKI-based TCP requires platform users to apply for multi PIK certiﬁcates, the
annual fee of one certiﬁcate is about 8 $, so users of PKI-based TCP must pay
8x $ one year. HCPK-based TCP can reduce the risk of single PKG, and let
the veriﬁer authenticate TCP directly without third party, platform users do
not need pay any fee for applying additional digital certiﬁcates. HCPK-based
trusted computing cryptography scheme also can be implemented without any
modiﬁcation of current TCM hardware. So HCPK-based TCP can reduce users’
cost of using TCP. HCPK-based trusted computing cryptography scheme can
simplify TCM key architecture, and authenticate cross-domain platform identity.
This paper has proved that HCPK signature scheme is secure under EF-ACMIA in random oracle model. Comparing with PKI-based scheme, HCPK-based
cryptography scheme has obvious advantage in the performance of TCM. HCPK
and PKI-based platforms can authenticate each other, and HCPK-based cryptography scheme also can be implemented on TPM.Next.
In future, we will consider how to protect the anonymity of PIK private key
and platform identity based on HCPK, and design a platform remote attestation
protocol based HCPK, which can directly authenticate cross-domain platform
without third party, and protect the privacy of platform component information.
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